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Category: American History/Biography 
 

 
 

Walt Disney American Experience 2708 
Explore the Complex Life and enduring legacy of the iconic 
filmmaker from his early days creating Mickey Mouse through 
the making of Snow White, the first full length animated 
film. 
Airdate 10/01/2015 

 
Walt Disney American Experience 2709 

Explore the Complex Life and enduring legacy of the 
creative genius as he made films such as Cinderella and 
Mary Poppins and realized his dream project - Disneyland 
Airdate 10/08/2015 
 

America’s Rifle: The M1 Garand 
The In depth hist of the M1 rifle that served the US Armed 
Forces from 1936 to 1957 and beyond.  It was the standard 
issue infantry rifle of WWII and it was a masterwork of 
genius and simplicity.  Fighting men called the trusty 
rifle by its field name “the M 1”. And friend and foe alike 
also knew its inventor’s name “the Garand”.  It was one of 
the most widely produced rifles in American History, 
totaling five and a half million. 
Airdate 10/31/2015 
 
 

The Reagan Presidency 101 
THE REAGAN PRESIDENCY, a three-part series produced by the 
same team behind PBS' Herbert Hoover: Landslide, focuses on 
the critical domestic and foreign policy decisions 
President Ronald Reagan (1911-2004) made during his two 
terms in office. This complex, thoroughly researched 
portrait of the nation's 40th president covers the Iran-
Contra affair, the end of the Cold War, runaway inflation 
and rising employment, the air traffic controller strike of 
1981, the Lebanese Civil War and the invasion of Granada, 
among other topics. THE REAGAN PRESIDENCY supplements 
extensive  archival video with interviews from insiders and 
historians to tell a fresh story about this  eight-year 
chapter in American history. Notable Reagan staffers, 
foreign leaders, members of Congress, scholars, journalists 
and presidential biographers representing a variety of 



political  perspectives and opinions discuss the legacy of 
Reagan's successes and failures 
Airdate 11/08/2015. 

 
 
Category: Arts 
 
 
Pilchuck: A Dance With Fire 

When Dale Chihuly founded the Pilchuck Glass School 44 
years ago, he had no idea he was making history.  Narrated 
by Academy Award winner Jeff Bridges, PILCHUCK:A Dance With 
Fire tells the story of how a small camp in the woods 
became a world class art school and attracted glass masters 
and students from all over the globe 

Airdate 11/3/2015 
 

 
 
 
 
Category: Culture 
 
SERIES TITLE: TEMAS DE MUJER (Weekly Sunday Programming) 

Hosted by Vilma Petrash, this talk show is dedicated to 
highlighting the participation of the Hispanic woman in the 
professional world, and what she thinks about current 
local, national and international issues.  It is a program 
for the entire family with a focus on the Hispanic woman 
and their topics. 

 
SERIES TITLE: ANTE USTED(Weekly Sunday Programming) 

Hosted by Dr. Luis Fernandez, this series is dedicated to 
the discussion of issues related to criminal justice, 
consumer protection, immigration, drug abuse, and other 
issues related to the judicial system.  An informative 
program for all interested in a deeper understanding of 
this system as laws are updated and changed throughout the 
year, it is important to stay current.  

 
 
SERIES TITLE: COLOMBIA AL DIA (Weekly Sunday Programming)     

Hosted by Enrique Cordoba, Colombia al Dia, covers with 
economic, political and social issues in Colombia and the 
Colombian community in South Florida (as well as 
worldwide).  This dynamic program brings you the relevant 
information not often seen on commercial television. A 
culture and news oriented weekly report from Colombia.  

 
SERIES TITLE: CUBA Y SU HISTORIA(Weekly Sunday Programming) 

Cuba y su Historia, hosted by Jose Antonio Albertini.  This 
talk show deals with historical issues and the current 



political and socio-cultural situations in Cuba reaching to 
other Latin countries around the globe. 

 
SERIES TITLE: ANORANZAS DE MI CUBA (Weekly Sunday Programming)  

Añoranzas de mi Cuba, presented by Waldo Fernandez features 
music videos of Cuba from the 40’s and 50’s and interviews 
with local singers who maintain the musical Cuban 
tradition.  This program has become a favorite for the 
entire family and is steeped in Latin history. 

 
SERIES TITLE: OPINIONES (Weekly Sunday Programming) 

Opiniones is hosted by Pedro Corzo and addresses political, 
economic and national issues as well as international 
information.  Corzo tackles broad, global issues that go 
beyond the headlines.   

 
SERIES TITLE: ENTERESE (Weekly Sunday Programming)    

Enterese, hosted by Jesus Angulo, is dedicated to exploring 
mystical, paranormal, scientific and medical topics. 

 
SERIES TITLE: FORO 17 (Weekly Sunday Programming) 

Hosted by Luis G. Diaz, Foro 17, this talk show explores 
economic, political and social issues in South Florida as 
well as national discussions that effect our community. 

  
PLASTIC PARADISE A SWINGIN’ TRIP THROUGH AMERICA’S POLYNESIAN  

In the 1940s and '50s, the return of American GIs from the 
Pacific and the runaway success of James Michener’s 
Pulitzer-winning Tales of the South Pacific (adapted into 
the famous musical) created a craze for all things 
Polynesian. This 'Tiki' culture - so named after the large, 
wooden sculptures popular throughout Polynesia - included 
candy-colored, rum-infused cocktails with names like the 
Shrunken Skull and the Deep Sea Diver, crazy Hawaiian 
shirts, exotic instrumental music fused with space-age 
sounds, and a nonstop party scene inhabited by self-styled 
nonconformists and swingers. Today, the spirit of Tiki 
endures among a new generation of Polynesian pop adherents, 
including painter Tiki Tom, musicians King Kukulele and the 
Haole Cats, cocktail anthropologist Jeff "Beachbum" Berry, 
and Tiki historian Sven Kirsten. PLASTIC PARADISE will 
explore this fascinating, little known, and surprisingly 
enduring subculture, culminating with a visit to the annual 
Hukilau celebration, a gathering of Tiki enthusiasts from 
around the country held every June at Fort Lauderdale's 
famed Mai-Kai Restaurant, itself one of the last great 
holdovers from Tiki's golden age - waterfalls, Polynesian 
floor show, and all. 
Airdate 10/3/2015 
 

 
 



DEEP CITY – THE BIRTH OF MIAMI SOUND 
Deep City Records was the brainchild of Producers Willie 
Clarke and Johnny Pearsall. One from the backwoods of 
Tallahassee, Florida the other from the mean streets of 
Miami, this duo honed their business and music skills 
learned in college at FAMU and would go on to change the 
face of Soul Music in Miami and eventually the country. 
Deep City: Miami’s Motown will delve into the life and 
times of these groundbreaking producers, their label, the 
unique artists they spawned and the remarkable era in which 
they accomplished it. 
Airdate 10/10/2015  
 

Stories from the Overseas Highway 
Experience the stunning beauty of the Florida Keys and meet 
a colorful cast of off-beat characters in this half-hour 
documentary about an unforgettable road trip on "the 
highway that goes to sea."  Filmmaker Tim Long (Bohemia in 
the Tropics, Escape to Dreamland) heads off the mainland 
down US             
Highway One from Key Largo to Key West in search of the 
people who personify the Florida Keys'  unique, funky, 
laid-back island culture. 
Airdate 11/25/2015 

                                                                                
 
 
 

                                                                          
 
 
Category: Environment/Nature/Geography 

 
 

 
 

Banded Brothers: The Mongoose Mob 
Living in Uganda's Queen Elizabeth National Park, the 
Banded Brothers treat the place like they own it. Never far 
from trouble, they're a lively, cheeky and extremely 
mischievous troop of banded mongooses. But don't be taken 
in by their cute looks. These rowdy animals are always 
getting into scrapes, often with animals much bigger than 
themselves. And when they're not causing trouble with          
their wildlife neighbors, they can be found causing chaos 
in the local villages. This series enters the Banded 
Brothers' world of mischief and mayhem using a range of 
cameras and techniques to follow every moment of their 
daily lives and finds there's a lot more to this boisterous 
brood than meets the eye. 
Airdate 12/07/2015 

 



Sand Wars 
SAND WARS is a surprising investigation into one of earth’s 
most consumed natural resources, something most would 
consider inexhaustible. Yet, due to the high demand for 
sand, the planet’s reserves are threatened.  Three-quarters 
of the world’s beaches are in decline and likely to 
disappear thanks to erosion as well as a new threat, sand 
smuggling.  Yes Sand Wars have begun. 
Airdate 10/12/2015 
 

Volcano Odyssey 
Using digital animation to recreate monumental nature 
events of the past, including a massive volcano eruption 
that partially caused the demise of dinosaurs, the 
fascinating documentary VOLCANO ODYSSEY traces 65 million 
years of evolution at a volcanic hotspot in the Indian 
Ocean.  The film also examines the potential environmental 
effects of modern day hot spots, which have been identified 
around the world and emit poisonous gases into the 
atmosphere.  Still active, what do these deadly volcanos 
have in store for us next. 
A
 
irdate 10/19/2015 

Bear Family & Me 
In this absorbing series, experienced wildlife cameraman 
Gordon Buchanan learns how to 'walk with bears' with Lynn 
Rogers, a pioneering biologist, to get as close as can be 
to these often fearsome beasts. Over the course of a year, 
the pair follow cheeky young bear Lily, her mother June and 
their new cubs as they emerge from hibernation in the 
Minnesota Northwoods to begin their feeding, courting and 
mating cycle. The rewards are huge as Gordon gains the 
trust of Lily and June and captures the emerging 
personalities of the individual cubs to give a captivating 
insight into the life of the black bear. 
Airdate 11/09/2015 
 

 
 

 
 
Category: Health 
 
All in the Same Boat:Stories of Breast Cancer 

ALL IN THE SAME BOAT is a program about a dragon boat team       
whose members are all breast cancer survivors, and how that 
“twist” in their lives prompted them to embark on a journey 
“all in the same”. “Save or Sisters (SOS)is the only breast 
cancer survivors’dragon boat racing team in Miami and 
consists of an extraordinary team of women, from diverse 
backgrounds and ages. 
Airdate 10/13/2015 



 
Conquering the Dragon:Breast Cancer Survivors Race 

CONQUERING THE DRAGON is a documentary about breast cancer 
survivors reaching for the stars and creating triumph out 
of tradegy, never letting up in their determined fight 
against the dragon.  In their quest to regain their lives, 
thousand of breast cancer survivors around the world 
discover Dragon Boat Racing, a very demanding water sport 
requiring mental and physical toughness that has become the 
ultimate team competition among survivors. The compelling 
stories of the survivors coupled with their struggles to 
cross the finish line, results in a vivid image of life and 
survival.  What was once the dragon that almost took their 
lives has morphed into the dragon that saved their souls. 
Airdate 10/13/2015 

 
 
Category: Media 
 

 
Secrets of the Dead JFK One P.M Central Standard Time 

Fifty years after the tragic shooting of President John F. 
Kennedy, this episode chronicles minute by minute the 
assassination as it was revealed in the CBS newsroom from 
the moment the President was shot until Walter Cronkite’s 
emotional pronouncement of his death, one hour and eight 
minutes later.  The drama of “One P.M. Central Standard 
Time” is taken from the time President Kennedy was declared 
dead at Parkland Hospital, is played out amidst the chaos 
in Dallas, in the hospital, and in the CBS Newsroom in New 
York.  Included in the program will be the moving memories 
from men and women who were there on that day, in Dallas 
and in New York. 
Airdate 10/4/2015 
                                                                          

 
Category: Minorities/Civil Rights 

  
 

Treblinka’s Last Witness 
A first hand account by last known survivor Sauel 
Willenberg, now 92 years old, about his life during the 
holocaust and as a prisoner of the Treblinka death camp in 
Nazi occupied Poland where an estimated 900,000 Jews were 
murdered in a period of just 13 months at the height of 
World War II.  Still haunted 70 years later by the horrors 
he witnessed as a young forced laborer, Samuel has 
immortalized the Treblinka story in a series of bronze 
sculptures of the tragic victims who dwell indelibly in his 
memory like ghosts. 
Airdate 11/15/2015                                                        

                                                                                



 
  
                                                                                
Category:Religion/Ethics 
 
Gandhi The Early Years 

Journalist and news reader Mishal Husain journeys through 
Gandhi’s early years in India to the end of his 
controversial career in South Africa. Along the way, she 
confronts accusations of racism and hypocrisy leveled 
against Gandhi in this period, and discovers how London 
played a vital role in the development of the Indian 
Messiah. 
Airdate 10/04/2015  

 
 
Jews and Christians: A Journey of Faith 

This award winning documentary examines how contempory Jews 
and Christians perceive each other, confront prejudice and 
stereotypes, and how they can understand and respect one 
another despite their differences. 
A
 
irdate 11/02/2015 

Category:Science/Technology 
 
Mobile Revolution 

The MOBILE REVOLUTION tells the story of the technological 
transformation that created today’s constantly connected 
world.  This engaging documentary features interviews with 
professors, journalists, and cultural antropologists, as 
well as firsthand account from the man who made the first 
mobile phone call in 1973, Martin Cooper, general manager 
of Motorola from 1954-1983. 

      Airdate 10/9/2015 
 
 

Shock & Awe: The Story of Electricity 
Tells the story of the very first "natural philosophers" 
who started to unlock the mysteries of electricity. They 
studied its curious link to life, built strange and 
powerful instruments to create it and even tamed lightning. 
These men truly laid the foundations of the modern world.               
Electricity was, without doubt, a fantastical wonder. This 
episode tells what happened when the first concerted effort 
was made to understand electricity and how we learned to 
create and store it - before finally creating something 
that enabled us to make it at will: the battery. 
Airdate 10/22/2015  
 

 
Category: War/Veterans/National Security 
  



 
 

 
 
 
CHANNEL ISLANDS AT WAR 

John Nettles returns to the Channel Islands and meets with 
the locals who lived through Nazi occupation in WWII. 
Airdate 10/4/2015 

 
WORLD WAR TWO: 1941 AND THE MAN OF STEEL 

In the documentary WORLD WAR TWO: 1941 AND THE MAN OF 
STEEL, professor David Reynolds chronicles  Joseph Stalin's 
humble origins, his ruthless rise to power, and the 
numerous wartime crises that  nearly annihilated his 
regime. Utilizing visits to Russian battlefields, 
historical footage, original telegrams and official 
documents, this two-part film examines the factors that 
drew  Britain and America into an alliance with a murderous 
dictator and reassesses Stalin's significance to the Allied 
victory in World War II. 

     Airdate 10/25/2015 
 
ON HOME GROUND:LIFE AFTER SERVICE 

Filmed primarily in the summer of 2014, ON HOME GROUND:LIFE 
AFTER SERVICE, gives an intimate look into the lives of 
three veterans who returned home to the Adirondacks in 
upstate New York after deployment in Iraq and Afghanistan.  
The film poses the question: after all the sacrifice, when 
does home finally feel like home again? The documentary 
guides veterans on a journey of re-assimilation into 
civilian life with veterans living in the area. 

      Airdate 10/4/2015   
 
Category: Women 
                                                                                
 
Category: Youth 
 
 
 
                                                                                  


